Home Learning for Reception children in Barn Owls Class
Have a go at some or all of these activities to keep you busy and learning. Doing something every day, however small, will be really beneficial.
Ready, Steady, Cook!
Bake some simple biscuits or make a
simple meal for your family, like
breakfast or a sandwich lunch.
What instructions do you have to
follow? (Make sure you have a
grown up to help you)
Natural sculpture
Use sticks, stones, twigs, leaves etc
to make a sculpture of your
favourite things (i.e. an animal, a
bird or a vehicle, a food or
something abstract)

Story writing
Can you make a little book of one of
your favourite stories? Fold 2 or 3
pieces of paper together to make
the pages and draw a picture and a
line from the story on each page.
Make up your own story if you are
feeling really imaginative.

Fact file
Make a fact file about something
that really interests you (like space,
dinosaurs, flowers, insects). You
could draw or cut pictures out of a
magazine and use captions, labels
and descriptions to tell the reader
all about it.
Phonics
Look through your phonics book.
Can you tell someone what all the
sounds are and think of words with
those sounds in? Write them down
as well.

Spring is here!
Take some paper and pencils out
into your local surroundings and
draw something that tells us spring
is here, like a daffodil.
Can you paint it or colour it in?

Handwriting
Every day, practice writing your
name, middle name, if you have
one, and also your surname. Can
you write your name really neatly
and also have a go at writing it in
different styles (i.e. curly, bubble
writing etc)?
Games
Exercise challenge
Play a board game with someone in
What can you do in 1 minute?
your family. You could even make Set a timer and do star jumps, keepy
your own board game if you have an uppys with a ball (how many?), jog
idea.
on the spot, run up and down your
Puzzle time
stairs etc
Have a go at doing a puzzle, or part
of a puzzle if it is a big one. Can you
set a timer and do it for 20 minutes?

Number hunt
Go on a number hunt around your
home or local area and say and
write down any numbers that you
see, door numbers, numbers on
street signs etc.

Shape hunt
The same as a number hunt but
with shapes! What can you see that
is circular, square, rectangular or
triangular? Have a go at drawing
them.

Play dough
Look on the internet for a play
dough recipe and make some (you
can do this in the microwave or on
the hob so you definitely need an
adult to help with this)
When you’ve made it, play with it!
Create a plate of play dough food,
make an alien, and squish it!

